Effects of frontal motor cortex ablation on the ultrastructure of cat substantia nigra.
3,4 and 5 days after the removal by suction of the left motor and premotor cortex in cats, the presence of ultrastructural changes in the substantia nigra was investigated. Whereas after 3 days dark bouton degeneration was rare, after 4- and 5-day survival it was regularly found for a distinct type of synapse containing in its bouton densely packed small round vesicles and possessing an asymmetric synaptic junction with a dendrite. Often these darkly degenerated boutons contained dense bodies which were also observed in the same type of synapse not yet exhibiting a dark axoplasm. Various inclusions, especially glycogen depots, were present in these boutons suggesting that they were in the process of degeneration. The glial reaction was comparatively severe. In addition, darkly shrunken dendrites contacted both, by intact and by altered boutons were frequently encountered as well as single degenerated neuronal perikarya. The nature of this effect, i.e. whether transneuronal or retrograde, could not be clarified. All these alterations were found bilaterally after the unilateral cortex ablation, and were confined to the substantia nigra pars compacta along its whole anterior-posterior extent. In the pars reticulata, solely traversing myelinated axons in the process of degeneration were observed. Thus, the results are in agreement with the older studies and with evidence from primates demonstrating that the substantia nigra receives a bilateral projection from the motor and premotor cortex.